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Here are the main topics to be covered during this lecture entitled: 6G and BeyondDuring the first part, I will present the fundamentals of 6G Networks and the possible architecture.Then, I will discuss the main motivations about 6G, which is based on the Key Drivers that inspire us as a society to pursue and achieve by 2030, which includes the United Nations Societal Development Goals, known as SDGs, and the recent framework created by the Japan Cabinet Office, known as Society 5.0.Some Key technologies to be used in the 6G architecture will be presented like AI, the rise of Quantum Era, which comprises Quantum Computing, Hyperscalers, 6G MEC (Mobile Edge Computing)Latter, the topic to be presented will be the 6G Use Cases and Business Models.Finally, a preview of what to expect Beyond 6G -B6GAll of these can be found in my newly published book, 6G The Road to the Future Wireless Technologies 2030. 
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What is 6G?  6G is the concept of the next generation of mobile communications that will debut in 2030. As the process to discuss the standardization of the future wireless communication system has just begun, it is now easier to describe 6G by its future attributes. 6G attributes are based on the concepts of a human-centric network, superfast, decentralized, intelligent and cognitive, omnipresent, green, and ready to enable a new multitude of services that bridge the physical and cyber world to support the rise of a new society, the Society 5.0. Evaluating the attributes of 6G, one can conclude that many challenges lay ahead of use to bring this novel network to life. Therefore, let us evaluate each one of these attributes that belong to the 6G Network.Human-centric: This model per se describes a network focused on humans and its needs to evolve as a world society from the village isolated in the mountains to the megalopolis. It is not a vague concept. Instead, it is a notion based on the objectives to create a network that can serve humanity to overcome its societal, economic, and environmental goals, such as those outlined by the United Nations (UN) in 2015. The idea is derived from the Societal Development Goals (SDGs), identified by the UN to call all nations into action to provide solutions for society's urgent challenges.Superfast: Different technologies will be deployed on the OSI Physical Layer to achieve the Terabits data throughput over the 6G domain. Consequently, a new RF spectrum is also necessary to be considered as an enabler for 6G. To meet this expectation Terahertz spectrum is studied to continue enlarging the opportunities beyond the submillimeter-wave radio spectrum.  The light spectrum is also contemplated.  This is why currently, Optical Wireless Communications (OWC) with non-line of sight and line of sight are being studied to be used on 6G architecture to expand its capabilities. The nominal data throughput for 6G is being developed to achieve 1 Terabit per second.Challenges on this high-speed data traffic is the core of current networks. Probably a lot of investments in Super-Fiber networks will be necessary to be roll out worldwide.A Green Network is necessary to control the energy consumption, some KPIs are being proposed like for every 1 Terabit of data exchanged in the 6G Network, there will be only 1 joule of energy spent.Finally, a decentralized network is important for security purposes therefore Blockchain technologies, also known as DLT (distributed ledger technologies) are being studied to support such configuration. Using Blockchain technologies the exchange of data cannot be tempered and Blockchain is resistant to DDoS attack.The intelligence of the 6G Networks will come from the use of AI (Artificial Intelligence) and its derivatives Machine Learning with a combination of Quantum Computing. 
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Omnipresent: 6G must be a ubiquitous network, present everywhere with 100% availability 24h, 365 days non-stop. Not just on the ground, but moreover underwaters and in outer space. To bring this omnipresence, a heterogeneous network must be planned. It is not just based on cell size but also on connectivity with satellite communications, especially the new generation of Constellation Satellites. These will support numerous use cases, from space exploration to monitoring environmental threats to the planet Earth.Hyperconnectivity: 6G Latency will be near to zero, having a KPI of 0,1 milliseconds. (Super Ultra Low Latency) a huge advancement by comparison with the 5G New Radio Release 17.It will support Ultra Massive Machine Type of Communications (UMMTc).  6G will inaugurate the era of the Internet of Beings (IoB), in which everything and everybody can be connected. In other words, millions of devices will be connected per square meter, overpassing the current 5G models.Intelligent: The next generation of Artificial Intelligence will power 6G intelligent network as mentioned before, along with supercomputing power that will bring together Quantum Computing and Machine Learning at the edge of the network, creating a new entity, an object of attention Quantum Machine Learning (QML). 	This will enable the network to learn real-time the external behaviour of devices to foresee network congestions and attacks and dynamically adapt itself allocating dynamically resource in the core and the Edge of the 6G Mobily Edge Computing Network.  6G will predict events and anticipate the response to such events allocating the required network resources.	The 6G Cloud RAN will be the brain of the network powered by Quantum Machine Learning.	The hyperconnectivity will reach up to 10 000 meters above sea level, 200m below sea level, and it will enable novel Space communication to prepare for Space travels. Currently, NASA is commissioning to build 4G Networks to prepare the manned space travel to Mars at the end of this decade.Greener: 6G will need to be connected with Smart energy end-2-end to control energy consumption. This technology will be embedded in Ultra Massive MIMO antennas and at the network's core for other network functions virtualization (NFV). 
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Ultimately, 6G will be ready to enable a new multitude of services that bridge the physical and cyber world to support the rise of a new society, beyond Industry 4.0 scope.�This new society will be more inclusive, powered by AI technologies and Cloud Computing Services to assist humanity to another level. �6G will initiate the novel concept of Society 5.0, a novel framework created by the Japanese Cabinet Office of Science to shift the way technology is used nowadays to focus on people's needs first, especially in humanity, which the life expectancy is increasing and youths are currently losing jobs. This framework focus on human-centric technologies. Society 5.0 is embedded in this policy the necessity of using technologies to converge the cyberworld and the physical realm addressing societal challenges intertwined to achieve economic improvements beyond 2030 �Society 5.0 concept is an important innovative framework based on Science, Technology, and Innovation (STI) policy. UNESCO also emphasized that the ICT (Infomation Communication Technologies) industry should support a fairer society. �Finally, models like the Internet of Things (IoT), Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), Internet of Nano Things (IoNT) will converge to the Internet of Beings (IoB) to offer complete assistance to human beings in all sectors from Smart Cities to Space Explorations. To name just a few areas to be transformed by 6G. Therefore, technological investments in Ultra-Massive MiMO (UM-MIMO), Holographic Radio, and Quantum Communications will be vital to architect 6G as a critical enabler of society's advancements beyond 2030.
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The rise of the Quantum Era is noticeable, and it is coming to stay and reshuffle the world of technology completely. �To begin with, there is Quantum Computing, which is currently being under Research and Development scientifically, are now bring fruition. Following the current scientific predictions, probably by 2025, Quantum computers will start operationally taking the stage.�Quantum computers have the challenge now, which does not exist a quantum computer architecture as classical computers. But Hyperscalers like Google, Microsoft, and IBM are the front runners of developing Quantum Computers. Google last week announced that plans to spend several billion dollars on building a quantum computer by 2029. For this, Google developed the new Quantum AI Campus in Silicon Valley.�In a nutshell, Quantum computers exceed classical computers computing power. The fact lies in the ability of Quantum computers to utilize Quantum bits (Qubits) instead of bits to perform any calculation.  �The main difference are:The classical computers perform binary calculations assuming  1 or Zero state. In quantum computing, calculation using a qubit can take any value between 0 to 1 at the same time. With all of this, the calculation speed provides us an idea that in a real application, if currently, the technology was available, a (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman public-key encryption technology) of 2048-bit number could be break by a Quantum computer in 8 hours.In the meantime, algorithms are being researched and studied for Quantum Computers. The most famous algorithm for this application is the one created by Peter Shor, known as Shor's Algorithm. �Other important aspects are:Quantum Communications applies quantum physics to create a new super-secure channel of communications that cannot be tempered. European Commission is pouring money on collaborative Research and Development in this area to protect European Internet. This new field of research will leave to the next generation of the Internet.Finally, Quantum Computing will be intertwined with AI to create the Quantum Machine Learning (QML), which will be used in the edge of the 6G Networks to create a super-intelligent network with powerful computing power for quicker administrative decisions at the edge of the 6G Cloud RAN. The Quantum Machine Learning field is already being studied and is a great promise to reshape the Mobile Multi-Access Edge Computing in the 6G era.�All these topics presented today are explained in my newly published book 6G, The Road to the Future Wireless Technologies 2030.�I encourage students to dedicate themselves to studying Quantum Technologies..
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As 6G will converge the virtual world and the physical world, the Holographic Type of Communications (HTC) will take the world stage by 2030. These multimedia applications will be used in the medical industries, education, travel, and entertainment, including games, virtual meetings, and so on. Here is just a snapshot of my predictions for the distribution of these services. Where you see others, represents other use cases like controlling unmanned space probes, emergence rescue utilizing digital twins and probes, etc.
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The other areas are:Space Travels, for instance, NASA is currently preparing to build 4G in the Moon,  to operate a Lunar Base for future Space Travels to Mars. Based on that 6G will play a big role, helping the colonization of MARs.Medical  - Finally Remoting assisting surgeries will take off.Rural Areas will be able to increase productivity and the environment can be monitored to better protect the Earth ecosystems.Smart Cities will be powered and 6G and be able to deliver Quality of Life (QoL) for citizens as based on Society 5.0 Framework. Based on that, this month United Nations released a new guidance for metropolitan areas to become Smart Cities. This new project is called United 4 Sustainable Smart Cities (U4SSC)
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Here is my newly published book with the same title of my lecture today.
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